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WHAT IS DUTICOIN?
Duticoin Rewards Labour...
Duticoin is a peer-to-peer digital currency that enables fast, close to no transaction cost to
anyone/anywhere in the world.
Duticoin is an open source, worldwide payment network that is fully decentralized without any
central control. Blockchain is the most suffiscated secured network and empowers individuals to
control their own finances. Duticoin provides the fastest transaction confirmations and improved
storage efficiency than the leading digital currency. Accompanied by fundamental diligence aid,
trade volume and liquidity.
Duticoin is an open source currency, it has no team, no government, no control and no special
technology behind it, only pure belief in labour settlement and the power of people. Duticoin is the
people’s coin!
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Our Main Feature
Real world employers accept Duticoin currency. Duticoin is accepted globally by businesses of all
shapes and sizes. Our low fees and instant transaction time make Duticoin the preferred method
of payment around the world.

Instant settlement

Flexibility

Instant Connection

AI matching

Blockchain technology

Low cost

Fast Confirmation

Digital processing
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Community
Instant transactions and micro-fees. Any amount,
anytime, anywhere.]

Open Source Software
Duticoin is an open source software project released
under the MIT/X11 license which gives you the power to
run, modify, and copy the software and to distribute, at
your option, modified copies of the software. The
software is released in a transparent process that allows
for independent verification of binaries and their
corresponding source code.

Blockchain
The Duticoin blockchain is capable of handling higher
transaction volume than its counterpart. Due to more
frequent block generation, the network supports more
transactions without a need to modify the software in the
future. Due to this, merchants get faster confirmation
times, while still having ability to wait for more
confirmations when selling bigger items.

Mining Reward
Miners are currently awarded with 50 new duticoins per
block, an amount which gets halved roughly every 4
years (every 380,000 blocks). The Duticoin network is
therefore scheduled to produce 38 million duticoins.

Resources
General information as well as a list of services and
exchanges that support Duticoin and the source code.

Wallet Encryption
Wallet encryption allows you to secure your wallet, so
that you can view transactions and your account balance,
but are required to enter your password before spending
duticoin. This provides protection from wallet-stealing
viruses and trojans as well as a sanity check before
sending payments.
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Tokenomics
Token Name

duticoin

Token Symbol

DTC

Network

0000
8,046,008 DTC

Total Supply

Charity wallet

00%

Development and marketing

00%

Pancakeswap

00%

Charity wallet

Development and
marketing

Pancakeswap
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4. Roadmap
2017
X11
Masternodes
Sporks

2019

PrivateSend

Code rebase
Wallet systems
Instant send
Governance system

2020(i)
2MB block vote
Miners
Insight API
X11 libraries

2020(ii)
Branding

2021(i)
EVONET
Protocol versioning
Platform test suite
Binary document fields
Document timestamps
Improved distribution package
Default identity name
DPNS & identity DIPS

2021(ii)
Small screen improvements
Home screen improvements
Recovery phrase improvements
Chain sync improvements
Secured ChainLock

2021(iii)
Duti Core version
BLS implementation
Asset lock special transaction
RPC PoSe for platform
DML extension for platform
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